Hobart Walking Tours
Term
architrave
ashlar
baluster
balustrade
Benedict stone
buttress
corbel
cornice
cross gable
dentils
dressed

Definition

a main beam resting across the tops of columns
finely dressed masonry, individual stones worked until squared or the masonry built of such stone
a short decorative pillar forming part of a series supporting a rail
a railing supported by balusters, an ornamental parapet to a balcony, bridge, or terrace.
reconstituted stone cladding, made from cement & crushed Brisbane tuff (soft volcanic rock made from volcanic ash)
a structure of stone or brick built against a wall to strengthen or support it.
a projection jutting out from a wall to support a structure above it
a ledge or horizontal decorative molding that crowns a building, or over a door, window, the top edge of a pedestal or an interior wall
where 2 gables intersect
a small block used as a repeating ornament in the base of a cornice, typically in classical & classical revival styles
squared off neatly at the edges
round column, support structure, embedded in a wall and partly projecting from the surface of the wall, key marker in Roman revival
engaged column
entablature
the upper part of a classical building supported by columns or a colonnade, comprising the architrave, frieze, and cornice.
fanlight
semi-circular window, like an open fan, over another window or doorway, sometimes hinged
frieze
the part of an entablature between the architrave and the cornice
gable
triangular upper part of a wall at the end of a ridged roof.
hipped roof
a roof with a sharp edge or edges from the ridge to the eaves where the two sides meet
masonry
the building of structures from individual units, brick, marble, granite, sandstone, cast stone, concrete block, glass block
mullion
a major structural vertical or horizontal piece that combines two or more windows together
oriel
a large upper-storey bay with a window, supported by brackets or on corbels.
parapet
a low protective wall along the edge of a roof, bridge, or balcony.
pediments
the triangular upper part of the front of a classical building usually over a portico
pilasters
decorative only - a rectangular column projecting from a wall
portico
a roof supported by columns at regular intervals, usually attached as a porch to a building.
quoin
masonry blocks at the corner of the walls, either for strength or just as a corner feature , sense of permanence and strength
reveal
the frame of the window
rustication
textured surface to contrast with smooth ashlar, all other sides of stone block are dressed, used to give visual weight to the ground floor
sill
the main horizontal part forming the bottom of the window frame
string course
a raised horizontal band or course of bricks on a building
transom
the fixed glass panel that is installed above the door
vermiculation
carved pattern, often in quoins, to look like worm tracks
window head
the main horizontal part forming the top of the window frame
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Examples in Hobart

Art Deco Hobart City Council

Brutalist 10 Murray St

Classical Rev Franklin Sq

Colonial Georgian 7 Murray

Composite column 127 Macquarie

Edwardian Butler McIntyre

Federation Gothic 12Murray

Gothic Revival St David’s

Ionic column 26 Murray

Italianate GPO

Moderne 34 Davey St

Regency 105 Macquarie

Renaissance Rev’ 103 Macq

Stripped Classical 18 Eliz’

Tudoresque 34-36 Davey

Tuscan column 5 Argyle St

Victorian Picturesque 32 Davey

Fed’ Anglo-Dutch 57 Macquarie

Colonial brick 89 Macquarie

Colonial warehouse 40 Mac

Victorian Italianate 50 Macquarie

Victorian neo-Ren’ 19 Davey

Doric column 23 Murray St
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Corinthian column 28 Murray
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